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I. Introduction 

Intergovernmentalism, albeit ringing familiar in theories of integration, has never been a clearly 
defined concept of political theory. Various writers imply very different things when they talk of 
intergovernmentalism. In particular, it is unclear whether it relates to 1) institutions ("institutional 
intergovernmentalism"), to 2) area fields ("functional intergovernmentalism"), or to 3) the Treaty 
structure (three pillars — "formal intergovernmentalism"). 

Mostly, scholars and practitioners refer to "intergovernmentalism" in order to describe instances in 
which the voices of the Member States can clearly be heard on the Community level. Of course, the 
voices of the Member States can be heard in ways that have only little in common. It almost is a 
truism to mention the fact that national influence on Community processes is directed through 
different channels: 

� governments;  
� parliaments;  
� courts;  
� public opinion;  
� political parties;  
� interests.  

As suggested by the term itself, "intergovernmentalism", as referred to by many writers, often denotes 
the exercising of Member States control / influence on Community processes through governments. 
Here is a brief capsule version, hoping to capture the essence of that approach (1). 

National governments enjoy the possibility of exercising strong influence on Community processes. 
This position is most obvious in relation to 1) the Commission and 2) the Council. 1) Pressure on the 
Commission can be exerted formally (through government involvement in expert groups, in 
regulatory and management committees, and Council meetings which both the Commission and the 
Member States governments attend) and informally (ministers ringing Commissioners; working 
parties representatives meeting Commission officials). Also, the procedure of appointment to the 
Commission plays an important role. National nomination of Commissioners institutionalizes national 
input; national quota systems for senior grades perform a similar function. (However, Commission 
officials, of course, are not open to instructions from their home country and for the most part look 
for Community-wide interest.) 2) Governmental control / influence in relation to the Council 
decision-making process depends on a variety of factors: the size of the State it represents; the 
importance of the State for particular negotiations; the desire of a government to play an active role 
(Germany, for instance, until the late 1960s, kept a low profile); the capacity of the government to 
play an active role (domestic policy considerations such as coalition government, key interest group 
opposition, or electoral damage); relations with other governments; the procedure that applies 
(majority vote?); the competence of national negotiators (which is often underestimated — evidence 
suggests, however, that variations in such competencies are less between states but between 
individual negotiators); the arrangements for linking representatives in the Council with national 
capitals (which involves two issues: (a) Do representatives in working parties or COREPER enjoy 
room for maneuverability and flexibility — e.g. Belgium, Italy, Luxembourg, the Netherlands — or 
less so — e.g. France, Greece, Ireland, UK — ? (b) Is a government able to co-ordinate its national 
position across different sectoral Councils? The UK, for instance, enjoys relatively favorable 
conditions and effective co-ordinating mechanisms, such as centralized governmental system and 
majority party political system. Due to the following factors, such co-ordination is more difficult in 
Germany: coalition government; the relative autonomy of ministers and ministries within the federal 
government; the lack of an authoritative decision-making center, notably in cases of overlapping 
ministry competences or if the Chancellor does not act; the independence of the Bundesbank; the 
strong powers of the Länder; and the strong sectoral specialization and loyalties to different federal 
ministries among the staff of the German Permanent Representation in Brussels). 
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Others use the concept of "intergovernmentalism" in a more theoretical context, in particular as a 
counter-movement to neo-functionalism. (2) 

I will understand "intergovernmentalism" as one of three modes of governance within the EU system 
(intergovernmentalism, supranationalism, infranationalism). In order to give some flesh to the bare 
bones of intergovernmentalism, I shall analyze some of its major distinguishing features (style of 
intercourse, mode of political process, principal actors and players, issues of governance, level of 
institutionalization, visibility, transparency) by choosing a concrete example, the negotiation of the 
SEA (infra II.). In Part II, I will then point to the analytical problem of a monolithic vision of 
government. Part III., finally, shall deal with ways of thinking about the "democracy deficit" in the 
intergovernmental mode of European governance. 

II. The Negotiation of the Single European Act [SEA] as a Case Study (3) 

A. Mode of political process and style of intercourse 

The negotiating history of the SEA is one of the principal examples of interstate bargaining processes. 
In contrast to legislative processes, which are above all characterized through vote counting etc., the 
process leading to the SEA resembled multilateral diplomatic treaty negotiations. There were no 
formal procedures serving as a framework for the negotiations. Rather, informal "shuttle 
diplomacy" (above all by Mitterrand and Dumas) and bilateral (F—FRG) respectively trilateral (F—
FRG—UK) prior negotiations led to the setting of the agenda and to the forming of an agreement. 
The Fontainebleau Summit Meeting and the Intergovernmental Conference itself were by definition 
hardly restrained through process rules other than those in place for multilateral negotiations. 

Initiative. The initiative for negotiating the SEA came from the Member States themselves, not from 
Community institutions. Above all, initiative did not come from the Commission whose input, in the 
supranational mode of governance, is high. To be sure, Lord Cockfield's bold White Paper and 
Delors's political sensitivity and swift actions contributed a great deal to the indeed remarkable speed 
of decision-making at the IGC. (4) However, the Commission's actions did not alter at all the 
substance of the agreement. The SEA's broader outlines were proposed, negotiated, and, finally, 
approved by the Heads of State and Governments themselves, in many instances even before the 
Commission came into play. Neither played the Commission an important role at an earlier stage, 
when decisive steps were taken to overcome the Europessimism of the early eighties. It was, in 
contrast, first the Genscher-Colombo initiative (of 1981) which called for greater European unity (the 
Commission did no more than backing it), and later the French presidency and Mitterrand's personal 
involvement which eventually to a turning point (a turning point, one might add, which would have 
been unthinkable, in the light of heavy French attacks, on the basis of the Stuttgart Declaration alone). 
In other words, the breakthrough in relaunching European integration occurred well before Delors 
became President of the Commission, and Moravcsik concludes that "Delors' actions as Finance 
Minister of France may have contributed more to the SEA than those as president of the 
Commission." (5) In the area where the SEA brought the most progress, the internal market, the end 
result departs from the Commission's original paper more radically than anywhere else. (6) 

Negotiation / Elaboration. The EP's voice went almost unheard. The Dooge Committee, in one of its 
first actions, rejected the EP's "Draft Treaty Establishing European Union" and rather began 
negotiations based on the French government's draft. (7) After Fontainebleau, Parliament 
representatives were deliberately excluded from important fora by government representatives. Both 
"incidents" clearly show how little Parliament's input was. Its protests against the "minimalist" draft 
treaty and against the exclusion were ignored. I cannot think of many more places where the 
European Parliament's influence is so small, and where it comes close to being regarded as almost 
obnoxious and as an intruder of sorts. It will come as no surprise that the Parliament reacted to the 
outcome of the negotiations with disappointment, anger, and sharp critique. (8) 

In contrast to any form of legislative bargaining, the negotiations leading to the SEA were 
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characterized by a remarkable flexibility and the absence of firm, not to mention rigid or Community-
defined, rules of procedure. Many decisions were made in prior bilateral negotiations, more or less 
outside the EC institutional framework. Mitterrand alone met with Kohl and Thatcher six times each 
during the French Council presidency in 1984. Multilateral meetings took place within a framework 
provided by the EC, the European Council. However, the European Council (9) is without doubt the 
institution in which the national voice can be heard loudest. 

As to the types of discussion in the European Council, the London Declaration spells out that there 
are both, "(i) informal exchanges of view of a wide-ranging nature held in the greatest privacy and not 
designed to lead to formal decisions or public statements. (ii) discussions which are designed to 
produce decisions, settle guidelines for future action or lead to the issue of public statements 
expressing the agreed view of the European Council". A third function is to "settle issues outstanding 
from discussions at a lower level". Many statesmen regard informal exchanges of view as the most 
important function of the European Council. (10) Foreign ministers are mostly excluded, and the 
number of interpreters and note-takers is reduced to a minimum. (11) This, of course, adds to an 
intimate atmosphere, keeping discussions as frank and informal as possible.  

Another important factor is personal acquaintance, shaping both European Council meetings as well 
as diplomatic negotiations in the framework of summitry. Take into account what Putnam and Bayne 
write about summitry: "Personal acquaintance with their fellow leaders is the effect of summitry most 
often stressed by summiteers and their closest aides. Unlike bureaucrats (and academics), who are 
typically 'paper-readers', politicians are typically 'people-readers', for whom face-to-face exchanges 
are important." (12) 

Although it is difficult, in the absence of any written records, to firmly establish whether or not this 
informal exchange has contributed to building consensus within the European Council, there is no 
doubt that such type of intercourse epitomizes informal procedure and a low level of process rules — 
both important elements of diplomatic negotiations and intergovernmentalism in general. In this 
context, it is telling and helpful to notice that, unlike European Council meetings designed to lead to 
formal statements and decisions, there is by agreement only very little preparation for informal 
exchange of view, with Heads of Government informing each other or the Presidency "a few days 
beforehand of the subjects they will wish to discuss". (13) This, again, is an indicator of the 
conspicuous lack of procedural rules, and thus of the informality and almost ad hoc-nature of the 
process. However, bilateralism plays an important role in the preparation. Although official bilateral 
meetings are not all that common (14), bilateralism most visibly occurs any time the Presidency 
chooses to engage in 'shuttle diplomacy', trying to create a package deal. Even apart from this visible 
bilateralism, it is understood that bilateralism, in the form of partnerships, is an important core not 
only of the preparation of European Council meetings, but indeed of its decision-making too. One of 
the most obvious examples is the creation of the EMS, the initiative seized by a close Franco-German 
collaboration. (15) In this regard, bilateralism is to be seen as the nucleus of intergovernmentalism, 
almost ruling out other modes of governance. What is more is that bilateralism is not only closely 
interwoven with intergovernmentalism during the preparation stage, but also during the decision-
making stage. Bilateralism leads to issue linkages, log-rolling, support buying, and side payments — 
all elements of traditional diplomatic negotiations and intergovernmentalism. Edward Heath, for 
example, recalls that "the primary purpose of the [European] Council was to permit chief executives 
to propose compromises, issue linkages and side payments that ministers, bureaucratic factions or 
domestic groups might otherwise block". (16) 

The preparation of European Council meetings designed to generate public statements and official 
decisions is, of course, more structured and detailed. The presidency-in-office narrows down the 
possible points for agenda (17) as to what might be the ingredients for a successful package deal. 
COREPER plays a key role in putting together a list of possible agenda items, which is then discussed 
during an early exchange amongst foreign ministers. Here, an early indication of national viewpoints 
takes place. Finally, the agenda is circulated among a committee called Antici Group. Foreign 
ministers hold their meeting in confidential session; the final setting of priorities is conducted orally. 
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This, again, proves the very low transparency of the whole process. 

Why, then, should we not call the European Council an intergovernmental institution as such? It is 
evolving more and more as a genuine Union organ, and as such becomes part of the network and 
influences of other Community organs / procedures etc. For example, the Commission may be 
pressing an initiative which the Presidency and at least some of the states are sympathetic to (this was 
the background to the discussion and adoption of the Social Charter at the Strasbourg European 
Council in December 1989). In that case, we cannot properly call the mode of governance an 
intergovernmental one — rather, it tends to move towards supranationalism. 

Style of Intercourse. The negotiating process resembles a lowest-common-denominator bargaining 
process. Due to a lack of input from EC institutions — there is no 'European hegemon' (18) capable 
of providing universal threats or incentives — the negotiation process reflects the relative power of 
the negotiating states and their interests. Smaller States are bought off with side-payments; larger 
States may exercise a de facto veto over certain items on the agenda. Therefore, the deal struck is 
more a lowest-common-denominator bargain between the interests of the larger states. This is 
certainly true for the SEA negotiation process, which overall represented a trilateral deal between 
France, the UK, and Germany. A closer study of the preferences of these three States between 1980 
and 1986 drives this point home. (19) The only sector that France, the UK and Germany agreed on in 
principle was the completion of the internal market. How, then, can the procedural reform, above all 
the promotion of majority voting on internal market matters, be explained? After all, who would have 
predicted the introduction of majority voting in the Council before the SEA Intergovernmental 
Conference decisions? The explanation may be found in yet another 'intergovernmental' feature, 
namely the threat of exclusion. Mitterrand and Kohl repeatedly raised the prospect of some sort of 
free trade area between France and Germany when negotiations with UK became bogged down. The 
UK finally yielded to French-German pressure in order to stay in the game, reacting to the threat of 
being excluded and losing say (the UK was sensitive to this threat after not having joined the EC until 
the early 1970s, when many important decisions —relating, in particular, to the CAP and budgetary 
practices detrimental to Britain — had been made without its input). In addition, deep divisions 
within the Conservative government weakened the UK's bargaining power in the negotiations. (20) 
The trilateral nature of the deal becomes even clearer from the way the other Member States behaved. 
The smaller States neither initiated nor vetoed a central initiative (21). The southern states and Ireland 
were appeased through side-payments in the form of increased structural funds (22), and the Benelux 
countries had been prepared to go further than the others anyhow. 

In contrast to what Moravcsik, in his rich description of the SEA negotiating process (23), perceives 
as the borderline between 'supranational institutionalism' (nature of bargaining = logrolling and 
linkages that upgrade the common interest of Member States) and 'intergovernmental 
institutionalism' (nature of bargaining = lowest-common-denominator [veto group] decisions among 
the largest Member States), I see no reason why there shouldn't be any logrolling in EU 
intergovernmental decision-making processes. Logrolling is a form of intertemporal do ut des (I give 
to get in return), and the principle is that of postponed equivalent return. The precondition for this is, 
therefore, a continuous decisional context, a future, so to speak. (24) Although there is a low level of 
institutionalization in intergovernmental bargains, the situation here is somewhat different from 
'normal' intergovernmental (above all bilateral) bargaining in that it is clear to each participant in the 
negotiation that there will be renewed close contact about the same or similar issues in the near future. 
The intertemporal condition, therefore, is met — there is a future. Hence, logrolling can be a decisive 
part of intergovernmental negotiation, too, and is not confined to supranationalism (although it is, 
admittedly, weaker on the intergovernmental level of EU governance). 

Adoption. In further contrast to legislative bargaining, negotiators had to look for consensus and 
could not rely, in general, on majoritarian decision-making. There were only very few exceptions, one 
of which occurred during the run-up to the SEA. At Milan in 1985, a formal vote was taken on the 
establishment of the IGC which led to the SEA, leaving the UK, Greece, and Denmark opposed. (25) 
As soon as the contents of declarations, reports, presidency conclusions and so forth were not based 
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on a consensus of all Member States, the mode of decision-making ran into problems. This happened, 
for instance, in the case of the 1983 Solemn Declaration of Stuttgart with its series of footnotes 
expressing national reservations; the Dooge Report which also included footnoted national 
reservations; and the conclusions of the 1985 Luxembourg summit which contained a blanket 
reservation on the part of Denmark and a conditional acceptance only on the part of Italy (depending 
on examination by the Italian Parliament). In addition, the Commission does not enjoy, of course, the 
possibility of privileged amendment so important in the supranational mode of governance; equally, 
the EP does not have any say. 

Result (and Disciplinary Background). The observer will look to the outcome of intergovernmental 
bargaining with an IR frame of mind. However, it would not make sense, of course, to postulate that 
the result of the intergovernmental process is "politics" (in contrast to the result of the supranational 
mode as being "law"). Clearly, the SEA brought about substantial amendments to the Treaties 
Establishing the EC and has to be acknowledged as law. Still, we are dealing with a kind of law 
qualitatively different from "normal" legislative outcomes. The issue of majority voting, for instance, 
is a very sensitive and intractable one, and the authority of national leaders is required to tamper with 
it. Other areas — such as the completion of the internal market, or institutional issues such as Treaty 
revisions relating to the powers of the EP, to the administrative powers of the Commission, and to the 
architecture of the legal system (Court of First Instance) — clearly need a strong political impetus. 
The result is what may be characterized as changes of major political and/or economic impact. 
However, decisions on other levels of governance — even the infranational level — may result, by 
way of incrementalism, in a major political and/or economic impact. Better characterizations, 
therefore, would be "change of fundamental system rules" or "constitutional changes", though this is 
meant in a non-technical sense. Also, there may be issues that need intergovernmental decisions 
although they do not share the grand "fundamental system rule" or "constitutional" flair, but merely 
touch upon specific Member State sensibilities, be they subtle or ludicrous. (See also infra C.) 

Justiciability. The question of judicial review mirrors in a way the locus of power that transpires 
through our previous findings. Whereas "normally", the principle of judicial supremacy of the 
Community is widely accepted, the ECJ in this case that cannot judicially pronounce itself on the 
outcome of the intergovernmental process. The comparison with a national constitutional court 
aspiring to declare unconstitutional a constitutional amendment comes to mind (and reinforces both 
the exceptional / constitutional nature of the result of intergovernmental decision-making). However, 
national constitutional courts can pronounce themselves on the result of intergovernmental 
bargaining, and sometimes (though rarely) they do (an obvious example is the German Maastricht 
decision (26)). Here, therefore, it seems the power structure is reversed: the Member States control 
and alter the Community structure (through their organs — on the negotiation level through their 
governments, on the implementation level through their parliaments or referenda, and on the judicial 
level through their courts). Intergovernmentalism, from this perspective, is, among the three different 
levels of EU governance, the one that illustrates best the nice German phrase of the Member States as 
"Herren der Verträge" (Masters of the Treaties). 

More importantly, however, the issue of justiciabilty (through Member States constitutional courts) 
points to the fact that for intergovernmentalism, the main arena for possible democratic control and 
accountability is the domestic forum. I will come back to this point later in this study. 

B. Principal Actors and Players 

It is almost banal to state that the principal actors are the Member States, acting through their 
governments. This, however, can be specified, in a double sense, 'internally' and 'externally'. On the 
one hand, it is not the whole Government that acts. Heads of State and of Governments and their 
direct representatives, not Foreign Ministers or lower branches of the governments, carried out the 
negotiations leading to the SEA. (27) On the other hand, other actors were generally restricted to very 
minor roles. I have already hinted at the marginal input of the Commission and the EP. In addition, 
the SEA negotiations have been launched independently from transnationally organized business 
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interest groups (28) (which, of course, should not be mixed up with interest groups operating on the 
national level, exercising their influence mediated through Member States governments). The 
Kangaroo Group in the EP was small at the time, and formal links to the Council were not established 
until 1986. The Roundtable of European Industrialists focused on infrastructural issues such as the 
Channel tunnel, and Dekker did not deliver his speeches until after the Dooge Committee discussions 
were on their way and France had assumed her pathbreaking presidency for nearly a year. (29) A few 
business groups such as the UNICE had been pushing for liberalization for a long time — too long a 
time, however, to attribute to them a significant role for the now suddenly moving field. Equally, 
international political leaders (and here one could think above all of Delors and Cockfield) did not 
play decisive roles. Counter-arguments might run as follows, but turn out to be ultimately 
unconvincing: 1) The remarkable speed of the Conference can be attributed to Delors. Maybe, but he 
did not alter the substance a bit. 2) Delors (and the Commission) may have slipped new EC functions 
into the Treaty. However, the EC had been handling these functions (environment, research and 
development programs) under indirect authorization for years, and there was very little opposition 
from the Member States to extending them formally. 3) Delors's conciliatory move in late 
September/early October 1985 to drop strong advocacy of monetary and social reform and to stress 
links between internal market reform, majority voting, and structural funding, has facilitated 
compromise. True, but his position was closely circumscribed by the views of the major States and 
was in part even a reaction to direct pressure from domestic officials. 4) Cockfield's White Paper was 
a key act of agenda setting. True, but the White Paper was a response to a mandate from the Member 
States. (30) 

C. Typical Issues of Governance 

Take into account the options Delors faced: 

Procedural reform without a substantive program, he realized, would get bogged down in ideological 
battles over sovereignty; a plan for European monetary union would encounter the opposition of the 
governors of the central banks, who, led by the Germans, had just rejected an expansion of the EMS; 
and European defense cooperation was neither within the current competence of the EC nor widely 
supported among the Member States. The sole remaining option was internal market reform. (31) 

All four agenda items do not emanate directly from the Treaty but constitute issues that share the 
features of high sensitivity, of (at best) evolving existing Treaty provisions, of being of high public 
awareness, of not being easy to agree on and therefore of necessitating attention from the highest 
political authority possible. Intergovernmental cooperation is needed when, inter alia, the following is 
to be achieved: defining the guidelines for integration; goal identification; policy initiation, 
orientation and co-ordination; scope enlargement; problem-solving. 

The last point in particular — problem-solving — has me refrain from concluding that 
intergovernmental processes deal essentially with "high politics" issues. The term 'high politics' has 
been repeatedly criticized. (32) However, I will understand it as having no intrinsic objective value 
but rather as being a matter of decision. If thus understood, the puzzle of the 'problem-solving' aspect 
of intergovernmental cooperation is easily solved. It is true, intergovernmental governance is 
concerned, too, with quite specific policy issues such as sectoral policy deliberations. The explanation 
for this is that 1) some issues are so sensitive and intractable that they require national leaders' 
authority, and that 2) the intergovernmental sphere— due to its non-sectoral nature — is the best 
place to put together package deals that are required to reach agreement on issues that either cut 
across policy sectors, or that can only be resolved by linking issues in one sector with issues in 
another. (33) 

D. Level of Institutionalization 

The negotiations leading to the SEA were characterized by a variety of institutional designs none of 
which, however, reached a level that deserves the label 'high'. It is equally true, on the other hand, that 
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negotiations did not take place in complete chaos. I have already mentioned different committees with 
specific mandates. The summits, as also mentioned above, have been given a certain framework 
through the European Council. However, both the European Council meetings (lacking established 
rules of procedure and not acquiring a firm legal basis until the SEA was concluded) and especially 
bilateral or trilateral diplomacy are characterized by high informality and flexibility, and therefore 
only a low level of institutionalization. 

E. Visibility / Transparency 

The SEA negotiation process was extensively covered by the media, which is due to two features: 1) 
the negotiated subject-matter was sensitive, even delicate (such as defense co-operation) and of broad 
and immediate political interest; 2) the main actors were the Heads of State and Governments, thus 
providing events and actors with high visibility. 

In stark contrast to this, however, negotiation transparency was low. The flipside of informal and 
flexible diplomatic negotiation is the fact that there are virtually no records. Commentators have to 
gather background material from interviews and negotiators' memoirs. In a sense, intergovernmental 
process finds itself in the tradition of 19th century secret negotiations. 

Part 2: Beyond the Monolithic Government 

The study of intergovernmentalism within the European Union may, in part, happily and fruitfully 
rely on conceptions that have been developed under the label of "liberal intergovernmentalism". 
While liberal intergovernmentalism has the considerable virtue of breaking up the notion of the 
monolithic state (which is the reason why this study speaks of "intergovernmentalism" rather than 
"internationalism"), it stops short of breaking up the notion of a monolithic government. In contrast, I 
believe that it is of vital importance to track domestic factors that, in turn, influence government 
action. Thus, while it is true that governments, in the intergovernmental mode of governance, are the 
most important actors, satisfactory analysis has to extend beyond the level of government as an actor. 
The claim of this study is, incidentally, that this is true for all three modes of governance. 

In order to drive this point home, I will, again, engage in a case study. Choosing the same example as 
in Part 1 — the negotiation of the SEA — I hope to demonstrate the complexity of interests and 
influences beyond and below the governmental level. Infra (I.), therefore, I shall briefly analyze the 
network of interests that led to the German position in the SEA negotioations. Infra (II.) I shall then 
consider the factors that need analytic attention in abstracto. 

I. Case Study: Negotiating the SEA — The National Level (Germany) 

While it appears like a truism to state that intergovernmentalism strengthens the national executive 
branch, it is our aim to trace interests and influences beyond that level. In order to give a first 
phenomenology I shall continue my study of the SEA negotiating process on the national (German) 
level. (34) First, I shall briefly describe Germany's general interests and goals in the 1980s (infra A.); 
second, I shall deal with the principal actors on the German national scene (infra B.). In trying to 
extend my reach to the societal level, I shall also consider political parties and interest groups. 

A. Goals in General for the 1980s 

Interests, as formulated by the Federal Government in 1982, do not fit together into a fully fledged, 
mature concept that had the chance of ripening in domestic and Community political processes. 
Rather, they resembled a sum of general programmatic guidelines. We can distinguish between four 
main points. 

1) 'Westbindung' as Security Guarantee. The Federal Government saw Germany's membership in the 
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EC as the anchor of German integration into the west. This was important: at the time, a fierce 
internal political debate about Germany's role in the NATO — circling, above all, around skepticism 
vis-à-vis the NATO decision to deploy new arms on German territory — had given rise to doubts in 
Germany's reliability as a NATO partner. 

2) Extension of Common Market and Budget Reform. German foreign trade was under pressure of 
international monetary swings. Germany, for the first time, had to deal with a German Mark that was 
weak vis-à-vis the dollar, with a deficit of the balance of payments, outflow of capital, and thus an 
import of inflation. Public debt had risen enormously. For the German European policy, this meant a 
narrowing of financial maneuverability, while at the same time expectations from other Member 
States increased. Germany's immediate interest, therefore, was the extension and completion of the 
common market. In addition, under Chancellor Schmidt, Germany faced reproaches of striving for 
economic dominance and hegemony, and using the EC as a vehicle for that ambition. Chancellor 
Kohl and Foreign Minister Genscher tried to avoid creating such an impression by placing political 
integration as one of the main goals high on the agenda. 

3) EC as a World Actor. Tensions in world politics at the beginning of the 80s (35) had made visible 
the tight restrictions of the EC to act efficiently in the international political sphere, and had revealed 
the cleavage between the EC's importance as an economic heavyweight and its irrelevance as a 
political power in external relations. As a consequence, the German Federal Government became 
interested in the possibility of a coordinated European foreign policy. 

4) Political Integration. Both, further development of the common market and steps into the direction 
of a common — or coordinated — foreign policy and defense required a system of decision-making 
that was not only more efficient than the one in place but also enjoyed stronger democratic 
legitimacy. Therefore, it became Germany's immediate goal to reform the process of decision-making 
(majority voting), to strengthen of the EP, to open up the EC for new political areas, and to direct 
foreign policy activities into a community-oriented process. This vision of a politically integrated 
Europe amounted to that of a new 'Europe as a Community of Values' and had a positive side effect in 
that it constituted a counter-weight against the resignative atmosphere within the EC, due to the tons 
of seemingly incompatible interests in many political areas. 

In summary, Germany was vitally interested in 

� the management of the EC crisis (Germany was the biggest net payer in the EC and therefore 
had to endure the heaviest weight from it);  

� a deepening of the integration process;  
� institutional reform.  

B. Actors on the National Level 

1. Federal Government 

It is every governments goal to harmonize as many points as possible as early as possible on a low 
level as possible, so that the highest level (Chancellor, ministers) only needs to confirm what has met 
with approval of a circle of experts. 

Equally, the political process is not a harmonious cooperation of all involved. Rather, it is 
characterized by specific interests of different 'Ressorts', so that the whole process is best understood 
as a competition of differing powers. Elements and tools to further one's own position are: 

� the so-called guideline competence ('Richtlinienkompetenz') of the Chancellor, laid down in 
Article 65 of the German Constitution ("Grundgesetz");  

� the primary competence ('Federführung') of a ministry, because this entails expertise and more 
information as well as the possibility to manipulate the decision-making processes in 
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committees through the chairman's agenda-setting;  
� a network of informal contacts, on the level of government as well as on the European level, 

because this can lead to earlier and more information and, thus, to the possibility of exercising 
more influence earlier than usual.  

Decision-making in coalition governments is, in general, more difficult and compromise-bound than 
in monolithic governments. The reason is that it has to go through a process of clearing of interests 
first, that the result may be a watered-down version, or that government, in the worst case, does not 
even speak with one voice. Therefore, it is quite normal that a coalition government's power on the 
international scene is considerably weaker than that of a non-coalition government. However, at least 
in EC-related matters, the governing CDU/CSU/FDP coalition rested on a firm and principled 
consensus so that its appearance on the European level was, in general, not impaired. 

The constellation of the 80s was as follows. 

a) Bundeskanzleramt 

Since Kohl was elected Chancellor the Kanzleramt claimed competence in the field of European 
policy. Publicly visible signs of this development was Kohl's strongly Europe-related rhetoric, and the 
fact that he appointed a 'Staatssekretär' for EC matters. 

b) State Department (Auswärtiges Amt) 

The State Department had primary competence ('Federführung') for EPC matters and for all EC-
related matters of political character. (Questions of primarily economic nature, in contrast, fell into 
the competence of the Ministry of Economics). However, the more the process of European 
integration touched upon fields of competence of other ministries, the importance of this primary 
competence lost more and more weight. 

With the change of government in 1982, a principled political consensus in EC matters formed 
between the Secretary of State ('Außenminister') Genscher and Chancellor Kohl, creating a strong 
axis between State Department and Kanzleramt. Visible indicators were, inter alia, transfer of 
personnel from the State Department to the Kanzleramt, and the fact that the Kohl's representative in 
the Dooge Committee, Rohfuß, was 'Staatssekretär' in the State Department. Beside the harmony of 
interests between Kohl and Genscher themselves, different working levels between the Kanzleramt 
and the Auswärtiges Amt became thickly interwoven. The Kanzleramt, of course, profited from the 
contacts and personal relationships provided by the State Department due to great personal continuity. 

c) Other Ministries: especially Agriculture, Finance, and Economics 

The Ministry of Agriculture is traditionally a strong ministry in the European political process. It is 
mainly characterized by a multiplicity of informal contacts and outstanding knowledge of different 
negotiation positions. 

Both, the Ministry of Finance and the Ministry of Economics are regarded as important and powerful. 
Under Schmidt, the Ministry of Economics lost its (very important) monetary functions to the 
Ministry of Finance. 

2. Bundestag 

The Bundestag used to be a very weak instrument of parliamentary control of German European 
policy, and possessed hardly any channels of influence. It could give or deny its assent to treaties, and 
could try to exercise some indirect influence through the budgetary process. The Bundestag 
encountered two familiar problems: 1) a high information deficit as to European negotiation 
processes, and 2) the incapacity to process the sum of European political decisions. Only in October 
1983, a committee on European matters ('Europakommission') was set up, with 11 members of the 
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Bundestag and 11 members of the EP. It was not until May 1987 that a sub-committee of the 
Committee on External Relations ('Auswärtiger Ausschuß') was constituted that exclusively dealt 
with questions relating to the EC. It was succeeded by an independent Committee on Europe 
('Europa-Ausschuß'). 

The more or less passive role the Bundestag assumed may have its additional explanation in the fact 
that the Kohl/Genscher government was able to rely on a firm parliamentary majority that 
unconditionally supported the principles and foundations of the government's European policy. 

In the light of today's discussion it is interesting to notice that, on the part of MPs, the Bundestag's 
passivity was explained as having been purposeful in order to provide the Federal Government with 
flexibility and maneuverability in the Council. (36) 

3. Bundesrat 

The Bundesrat was being informed about the negotiations, and sometimes its opinion was heard; 
however, this has never impaired in any way the strong position of the Federal Government in foreign 
affairs. The only instance of "real" relevance was the ratification of the Act of Consent 
("Zustimmungsgesetz") when the German political process required its assent. 

4. Political Parties 

Government was supported by a coalition of three parties, CDU, CSU and FDP. As mentioned above, 
the basic governmental approach found overwhelming support and met with general consensus. 
Political parties were not formally integrated in the process of European politics. Their influence via 
Bundestag or Bundestag was weak (due to the little influence of these two chambers of Parliament, 
see above). However, they exercised strong influence as a pool for recruitment of governmental 
bureaucracy at the leading level. For example, Genscher was Foreign Minister and at the same head 
of the FDP, Kohl was Chancellor and at the same time head of the CDU (and still is). On the one 
hand, this identity of persons leading government and political parties strengthened the actors in the 
process of decision-making ('Hausmacht'). On the other hand, it created some sort of dependence as 
soon as the persons having some responsibility for their political parties also got involved with 
government decisions that concerned goals of important interest groups which at the same time were 
a decisive clientele of that political party. Such pressure mounted when the situation came up before 
elections. 

This was, above all, relevant in the case of agricultural policy. German agriculture is primarily 
affiliated with conservative parties and has formed a relatively great and steady part of the CDU/CSU 
electorate. (37) Kohl therefore was the primary target of agricultural lobbying, just as as the CSU-lead 
Ministry of Agriculture. 

5. Interest Groups 

First, there is the Federal Bank ('Bundesbank') (which I categorize here under a broadly understood 
term of interest groups). The Bundesbank and the Federal Government are under a duty to co-operate 
which works both ways: on the one hand, the Bundesbank is obliged to provide information and to 
advise; on the other hand, the Bundesbank has the right to participate in deliberations on matters of 
monetary concern. Of course, the input of the Bundesbank was highest in the negotiations relating to 
monetary coordination. We can distinguish between different strands of interests even within the 
Bundesbank: 1) the exchange-rate-oriented position (advanced by Claus Köhler, member of the 
Bundesbank directorate); 2) the money-value-oriented position (advanced by Helmut Schlesinger, 
Vice-President [and today President] of the Bundesbank; 3) a skeptical-cooperative position located 
between the first two, which may be called the official Bundesbank position, not least because Karl-
Otto Pöhl, President of the Bundesbank, and Leonhard Gleske, member of the Bundesbank 
directorate and in charge of the international cooperation of the Bundesbank, backed this position. 
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(38) 

It stands to reason that the Bundesbank's independence from the Federal Government or other 
political bodies (§ 1 Bundesbankgesetz) is a severe domestic constraint for the government. 

This is actually only one aspect of Germany's "institutional pluralism". Other factors are 

� the need to take into account the views of the Länder governments which administer much EC 
legislation (co-operative federalism);  

� the considerable extent of ministerial autonomy written into the German Constitution (Art. 65 
GG), and a relatively uncoordinated federal administrative machinery;  

� the (corporatist?) tendency towards close relationships between interest groups and ministries 
(see above);  

� the phenomenon of coalition governments (see above);  
� the strong rational-legal traditions of the German Bureaucracy.  

In this context, Bulmer concludes that these factors push Germany's European policy style towards a 
consensual form of decision-making. (39) 

On the other hand, it is equally obvious that legal domestic constraints are likely to be used by a 
national government as a powerful argument during intergovernmental negotiations and therefore can 
even turn out as an asset. (40) 

Another important interest group in Germany is the highly influential 'Bauernverband'. Reasons for its 
success as an interest group and its high influence are, inter alia: 

� 90 percent of all farmers are members; membership is deeply rooted in history.  
� Its internal structure is quite differentiated, i.e. the Bauernverband articulates the interests — 

which vary depending on the region — in very different ways. Also, its internal organization is 
highly efficient. Its capacity of mobilization is very flexible and strong. Finally, it is a member 
of other interest-oriented institutions such as the COPA.  

� It is intertwined with party politics, especially with conservative parties (see above).  
� National agricultural ministers have, without exception, close ties with "their" interest group. 

Equally, ministerial bureaucracy has an explicit affinity to their clientele. The effect is no real 
clearing of interests between agricultural lobby and consumer interests.  

� The political public has had for a long time no interest in the problems of agriculture, and 
agricultural lobbying and has thus left the battleground to the Bauernverband. (41)  

Incidentally, this is by far not a unique German feature. In all Member States, the political interests of 
the farmers have had an impact on the distribution of political weight within national governments. 
The political position of the agricultural lobby has been reinforced by the ability of their sponsors to 
exploit Community resources and to deploy leverage based on intra-Community bargaining. (42) 

C. Assessment 

National courts do not play any significant role during the process under examination here. This is 
what one would have expected anyway — judicial review, after all, is concerned with controlling 
existing legal norms and is scant, as noted above, in the intergovernmental sphere anyway. Numerous 
scholarly works point to a historically rooted reluctance of national courts to interfere with foreign 
affairs. (43) However, the German Maastricht decision — handed down well after the negotiation of 
the SEA discussed above — makes it necessary to qualify this statement. While it remains true that 
judicial review is scant, the power of constitutional courts appears to be rising throughout the world. 
(44) With societal acceptance growing, they become more daring in foreign affairs too — and 
sometimes fire a heavy broadside, as in the case of the Maastricht decision. Their primary allegiance, 
of course, is defined in national terms: the German Federal Constitutional Court, for example, viewed 
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the latest step of European integration through the lense of German national constitutional law. This 
is natural and has to be that way. It confirms, at the same time, what I have suspected above, namely 
that the primary arena of accountability is on the national level. We can also assume, however, that 
such broadsides are the exception rather than the rule. 

More remarkable is that both chambers of Parliament — Bundestag and Bundesrat — have 
astonishingly little say and influence on the negotiations. Besides, again, historical explanations 
relating to traditional governmental prerogatives in the field of foreign affairs, this has to do, 
presumably, with the qualitative relationship between parliament and government in modern 
parliamentary systems. The phenomenon has been termed monism of power ("Gewaltenmonismus") 
by Richard Thoma and has led, in praxis, to parliament being increasingly politically dependent on 
the governmental (i.e. executive branch) apparatus. Factors responsible for this development are 
government's informational advantages, specialized expertise, and long-term planning within the 
ministerial bureaucracy. Political conflict is now located between the (coalition) government 
including the parliamentary majority fraction on the one hand and the parliamentary oppositional 
fraction on the other hand rather than between the executive branch and the legislature. 

Furthermore, it is also worth mentioning that interest groups come into play relatively late. This may 
have to do with the fact that at first glimpse, procedural reform — as one of the main issues at stake 
— seems to be of little interest to interest groups whose primary attention is focused on immediate 
economic or monetary concerns. Of course, procedural reform turns out to yield direct repercussions 
on economic intervention etc. (see infra, II.4.c.). Another reason may be that often, the German 
governmental position went directly to the European level of negotiation (see infra), thus evading 
internal clearing and avoiding the immediate involvement of ministries with close links to interest 
groups. As a result, interest groups, at the end of that "information chain", were deliberately left 
outside the negotiation process. 

Finally, it has turned out that political parties yield their strongest influence not through their 
representation in Parliament but rather through their function as a recruitment pool for state positions. 
However, most interesting for our context is that the term "intergovernmentalism" is obviously 
insufficiently accurate to describe the actual political process. The reason is that there are many 
diverse interests beyond the governmental level that exercise decisive influence on the position taken. 
In the case of the German position in the SEA negotiations, however, many such influences seem to 
be a quantité négligeable: parties, interest groups, courts etc. had, in general, little say, if at all. The 
main actors were, indeed, the leaders of the German government, Chancellor Kohl and Foreign 
Minister Genscher. This should not tempt us into resting at the governmental level though. The 
explanation lies, again, beyond that governmental level. 

In relation to the framework decisions leading to the SEA the German position was defined through 
the long-term goal of political integration (supra A.). As turned out, this position was not one 
measured against and examined in relation to the multitude of sectoral interests in detail; rather, it 
gained its weight from the converging interests of the major actors (Chancellor and Foreign Minister) 
in the field of foreign relations. This position first went onto the European negotiation level without 
prior national filters. Consider the following points: 

� Genscher introduced his 1981 initiative in the framework of the so-called 'Dreikönigstreffen' of 
his political party, the FDP. Thus, he chose the political channel of party politics instead of the 
Cabinet, which allowed him to avoid a process of clearing the position with sectoral interests. 
Rather, his initiative was at once considered on the European level.  

� After the change of government in 1982 and the establishment of the strong axis between 
Foreign Minister and Chancellor (which incidentally gave more weight to the position of the 
State Department on the European level where before it had acted without a strong 'Hausmacht' 
due to the only luke warm support it had received within its own government) a sectoral 
clearing process was avoided in favor of a clearing process between State Department and 
Kanzleramt. From this basis — which was both powerful and very supportive of European 
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integration — initiatives went directly to the European level.  
� In relation to the Institutional Committee, Germany's original goal seems to have been 

representatives subject to directives. The reason is an attempt to keep them apart from the 
influence of sectoral interests from ministries in order to first try and find consensus on the 
European level.  

� Although that was not pushed through, it appears that the German delegation was bound only to 
informally inform the other ministries — again, negotiations on the European level are 
preferred to national (intra-governmental) interest clearing.  

� The Milan Summit resolved to call an IGC, and Kanzleramt and State Department played a 
large part in that decision. The Conference was put under severe time pressure, and political 
pressure was mounted. This means that while other ministries finally got their hands on the 
negotiation process, their influence was forced into a narrow framework of negotiations and 
therefore could hardly unfold to full extent.  

Kanzleramt and State Department thus created faits accomplis on the European level, thereby forcing 
national ministries into compromise. 

This can be interpreted as a lack of coordination within German European policy. In fact, the profile 
of German policy (after 1984) became blurred when national ministries left only marginal 
maneuverability to the negotiating delegation in the Dooge committee, and this lead to a very 
differentiated German position during the IGC itself a year later. On the other hand, one might as well 
find that had Germany not brought in its sectoral interests so late, maybe a lot of integration impetus 
would have been missing. In any way, what our example clearly proves is that it is not sufficient to 
speak of "the government" as a monolithic player on the intergovernmental scene. Just as liberal 
intergovernmentalists have recognized that the state is not a monolithic unit or a black box (and 
thereby moved analysis from 'international' to 'intergovernmental') one now has to recognize equal 
diversity within the government itself. These multiple diverse interests have to be traced down to the 
societal level (such as interest groups etc.). 

II. Factors to be Considered 

The SEA phenomenology has clearly demonstrated the need to break up the notion of the government 
as a monolithic actor both in the EC and in international relations in general. In other words: the 
attempt to accurately depict decision-making on the European level has to transcend liberal 
intergovernmentalism and to acknowledge the necessity to track down the factors / influence that 
determine governmental action. As will turn out, principal-agent analysis can be useful, but will not 
be able to grasp all possible variants. 

A. Liberal Intergovernmentalism 

In contrast to our "trilateral" approach — intergovernmentalism, supranationalism, and 
infranationalism as three distinct areas of European governance —, liberal intergovernmentalism as, 
for instance, advocated by Andrew Moravcsik, maintains that the intergovernmental mode is not 
confined to specifically identifiable areas. Although it is agreed that the major agenda-setting 
decisions are negotiated intergovernmentally, intergovernmentalism rather tries to explain more or 
less the whole structure in its own terms. Liberal intergovernmentalism goes further than the basic 
observation that "governments took the final crucial steps leading to its [= the SEA's] negotiation and 
ratification. Franco-German relations, based on a series of mutually beneficial bargains, have always 
been at the core of the politics of the European Community. The revival of a supranational style of 
decisionmaking and the strengthening of European institutions in the Single Act resulted most 
immediately from decisions by governments to press, in their own interests, for a removal of internal 
economic barriers and for institutional changes that would permit such a policy to be carried 
out." (45) Of course, liberal intergovernmentalism acknowledges, too, that national interests, and, 
consequently, governments as the institutional spearheads, are behind most of European integration. 
However, it goes so far to call into question the alleged 'revival of supranational style of 
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decisionmaking'. The focus of liberal intergovernmentalism is rather on interdependencies between 
international co-operation and domestic/national decision-making. This has a series of consequences. 
First, the State is not treated any more as a unitary actor. Second, this analytical framework 
challenges assumptions of international relations theory, such as the assumptions that international 
institutions undermine state power and that the EC diffuses state power toward supranational 
authorities and sub-national groups. The most stunning postulation is that the democratic deficit 
within the EU (which we are about to tackle) is not a coincidental characteristic of EC structure but an 
integral part of the EU institutional design; as such, it has its virtues. 

The main idea being that international negotiations and institutions reallocate domestic political 
resources, generally favoring national executives, and this finally resulting in a feeding-back into the 
international bargaining process (thereby facilitating international co-operation and fostering 
integration), Moravcsik (46) identifies four domestic political resources that are reallocated in favor 
of executives: initiative (= authority to introduce [or block introduction of] issues onto the domestic 
agenda), institutions (= procedures by which domestic decisions are legally adopted), information (= 
political and technical knowledge), and ideas (= supply of legitimate ideological justifications for 
specific policies). 

In general, executive control over policy initiation in the area of foreign policy is strong and can be 
attributed to two roots: domestically, constitutions generally designate executives as sole national 
representatives in international negotiations; internationally, international institutions reinforce this 
executive monopoly by recognizing only executives as legitimate national representatives. The 
underlying reason of the executive's power to exploit international initiatives to manipulate the 
domestic agenda are the high transaction costs of re-negotiation. This is, for my undertaking, one of 
the more interesting points made by liberal intergovernmentalism, especially when it comes to the 
domestic agenda control in the EC. Of course, the executive monopoly over policy initiation is most 
obvious in the case of major reforms which are negotiated by traditional diplomatic means. Often, 
even foreign ministries are circumvented, and no other domestic actors are involved until the stage of 
domestic ratification. Moravcsik claims his point to be valid for everyday legislation, too: the Council 
of Ministers being the primary legislative authority, it is again national executives assuming control. 
"While preliminary policy discussions may be conducted by senior civil servants, final decisions are 
generally taken by chief executives, national ministers or permanent diplomatic representatives. 
Governmental representation from outside the executive and relevant ministries, as well as NGOs, 
rarely participate in decisive discussions; where they do, they do not [have] formal powers." (47) In 
this connection, the view that supranational initiative by the Commission and the Court as well as 
control by the EP has increased throughout the 80s is dismissed, at least relativized: "perhaps more 
important" have been institutional innovations such as the European Council, a rotating Council 
presidency, the strengthening of Permanent Representations, the establishment of a COREPER 
bureaucracy, all in the 60s, as well as the addition of new issues through intergovernmental action 
(EMS, EPC in the 70s and 80s, 3rd pillar in the 90s) and ad hoc bilateralism. (48) If, then, control 
through parliamentary bodies is missing, can the Commission, with its measure of autonomy, be used 
to involve opposition groups, thereby undermining executive power? The sad answer is 'no' because 
the Commission's ability to represent domestic coalitions against executives is very constrained due to 
its institutional structure: "EC legislation is narrowly circumscribed by national governments, whose 
votes (by super-majority, if not unanimity) in the Council of Ministers generally impose a binding 
constraint on reform." Furthermore, the Commission's preferences are closer to those of the 
executives than to those opposing them. Finally, agreement among particularistic groups is often 
impeded by diverse interests, which means that "European policy-making is far less accessible to the 
lobbyist than at the purely national level." (49) Even increases in the Commission's agenda-setting 
power (such as the introduction of qualified majority voting) strengthens the domestic autonomy of 
national executives: while undermining the 'external sovereignty' of a state, "it simultaneously 
contributes to the domestic influence of executives by making it more difficult for opponents in any 
individual Member State to mobilize a blocking majority." (50)  

In terms of institutions, foreign policy procedural rules imposed by national constitutions and 
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international regimes restrict meaningful opposition (and hence, of course, important democratic 
control mechanisms) to a rather poor degree. Possible opposition can operate either as "veto" or as 
"punishment". where parliaments (or the public) votes directly on ratification or implementing 
legislation, opposition is easiest — but even in such cases, this may be limited to a "take-it-or-leave-
it" approach. (51) Sometimes ratification and implementation occurs through executive action alone, 
sometimes it is not required at all, as in the case of informal or soft law agreements. If this process of 
vetoing does not work, opposition can be exercised through the punishment of the government 
(electorally or coalitionally), or through repudiating an international organization altogether. It goes 
without saying that these options are both very hard to carry through. Within the EC framework, this 
problem surfaces in a particularly obvious manner because traditional foreign policy prerogatives 
(embedded in national constitutions) join with the supranational sanction of the European legal order 
as overseen by the ECJ and enforced by national courts. Only major reforms, such as revisions of the 
Treaty of Rome, require parliamentary approval and in some cases popular referendum. Other forms 
of international co-operation, however, such as work within the EMS, the second or third pillar or the 
European Council, do not require domestic ratification. In such cases, akin to American "executive 
agreements", parliament would have to pass legislation that expressly bans the action in question — a 
costly and unlikely undertaking. The normal EC legislative process does not leave much room for 
parliamentary control either (e.g. direct applicability of much EC legislation; some Treaty provisions 
and directives have direct effect). This means that ratification and implementation can hardly be 
blocked; the obstruction of administrative compliance is no alternative either because it is overseen 
and monitored by national executives and sometimes even other Member States and the Commission, 
and scrutinized by national courts backed by the ECJ. The only remaining possibilities are electoral or 
coalitional opposition or outright rejection of the EC.  

The provision of information is a vital element, not only in the theory of international relations but 
also in the functioning of democracy. National executives strengthen their position through creating 
informational asymmetries in their favor. EC negotiations are generally treated as matters of foreign 
policy, therefore executives enjoy a privileged constitutional role as chief negotiators or co-ordinators 
of national positions, providing them with first-hand access to information generated by international 
co-operation. Domestic rules about parliamentary monitoring of negotiation processes or at least 
duties of executives to provide information are very weak. Daily monitoring of negotiations are in 
addition very costly, due to collective action problems. Often, requests for information are routinely 
ignored. If information is provided, it usually arrives late, after the decisive deals have been struck. 
Even if it was in time, it was of only limited use because it often takes too long to deliberate and 
instruct national representatives. This domestic situation is reinforced by EC decision-making 
processes, often shrouded in secrecy and entirely off the public record. Package deals are often 
obscure and subject to ex post re-interpretations. 

Finally, ideas link particular policies to broader economic, political, strategic or philosophical 
implications and justify policies with reference to abstract, often purified goals rather than self-
regarding material interests. Ideas stemming from international co-operation therefore provide 
executives with additional sources of ideological legitimation. This is true, too, for the European 
ideals of peace, prosperity and cosmopolitanism, although the crisis of ideals may, arguably, be part 
of the legitimacy deficit of the European Union today. (52) 

B. Beyond the Monolithic Government 

This study accepts liberal intergovernmentalism's main point that governments are the main actors — 
at least in the mode of intergovernmental decision-making processes such as negotiation of the SEA 
and the second and third pillars. I am unsatisfied, however, with the analytical depth and believe, in 
contrast to liberal intergovernmentalism, that accurate inquiry has to go beyond the level of 
"government as actor", inter alia through an extension to the societal level. 

1. Governments Are Not Monolithic 
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Governments are everything but monolithic. They constitute, on the contrary, a mixture of different 
interests, preferences, and priorities. Factors that have to be taken into consideration in this regard are, 
among others, the following. 

· Institutional competition (for example between State Department and Ministry of Economics, or 
even between committees or "Referate" of the same ministry). 

· Differing clientele / priorities. For instance, the Ministry of Economics is likely to represent the 
interests of industry and the service sector; the agricultural ministry backs the farmers' claims; and the 
State Department will be eager to watch over the sensitivity of its international connections and over 
the integrity of international commitments, be they legally binding or not, to preserve its 
trustworthiness on the international plain. 

· Personal factors. Personal axis (such as the one between Kohl and Genscher, see supra) or personal 
animosities; the way decisions may influence personal careers; individual talent, knowledge, 
sensitivities, negotiation skill etc. 

· Different political parties. This point plays a decisive role in coalition governments (such as Italy or 
Germany). Members of government are most likely to clash over different attitudes deriving from 
their differing party background, for example as to ideology, or the general approach vis-à-vis market 
intervention, welfare, and the like, both in the EC and on the domestic scene. 

2. Governments as Agents 

Governments can be seen as mediators of other actors' preferences. In this sense, governments / 
ministers are part of a principal-agent relationship. The principals could be 

� political parties  
� interest groups  
� Parliament; as noted supra (Thoma's Gewaltenmonismus), however, this relationship may pose 

some problems. The real ditch today runs between the (coalition) government and the majority 
fraction of the Parliament on the one hand, and the oppositional parliamentary fraction on the 
other hand.  

Since governments are, under normal conditions, the sole negotiators and thereby spokespersons of a 
state on the international plain, they are, in addition, often perceived to be mediators of public 
opinion. 

3. Factors Shaping National Policies 

In order to evaluate the aggregation of preferences on the European level, it is therefore inevitable to 
study factors that influence policy-making on the national level. This is of special importance in the 
case of intergovernmentalism because here, in contrast to supranationalism or infranationalism, 
national preferences come to play on the European level with very little filtering or checks by a 
European hegemon or some virtuous European voice. 

This does not mean, of course, that I postulate that domestic politics determine international relations, 
and not the reverse. Putnam is correct in pointing out that clearly, there is a relationship of mutual 
influence. (53) 

It is Sisyphus work, if not impossible, to try and enumerate all possible factors and constellations that 
may influence domestic policy-making. We can, however, determine some dimensions, such as 
domestic policy-making structures, attitudes (vis-à-vis the EC), the substance/ nature of the question 
under consideration, and the concrete time in which the decision has to be taken (Are there elections 
coming up? Is there a general economic recession that makes governments more conscious to ensure 
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that their national balance sheet contains more credit than debit? etc.). Assessments might focus on 
consistency, efficiency, active/reactive, predictability etc. 

Approaches to tackle this subject might be 1) a case study approach; 2) an incrementalist approach 
that collects as many as possible factors at work; 3) a more theoretical framework that studies the 
issue at hand under a leading paradigm (such as two-level games). 

The following table, adopted from Helen Wallace and added to, distinguishes between the political, 
administrative, and economic attributes of an EC Member State, breaking them further down into a 
Member State's capacity and resources, domestic constraints, extra-national constraints, and its goals 
and strategies in each of the three strands. 

Factors Affecting National Policies 

 Political Administrative Economic

 • Stability of regime • Structure, status & 
morale

• Share of EC GNP

Capacity 
and 
Resources

• Cohesion of 
government

• Institutional culture • Share of EC 
agriculture/trade/ 
services/ industry

 • Domestic political 
leadership

• Availability of 
appropriate skills

• Rate of economic 
growth

 • Public acceptance of 
EC

• Multilateral 
experience

• Availability of 
capital, labor, etc.

 • Agreed procedures 
for conflict resolution

• Knowledge of other 
Member States

• Strength of 
currency

 • Scope for 
autonomous national 
policies

• Mechanisms for 
policy management

• Contributions to 
EC budget

    

    

 • General political 
conflict

• Deployment of 
personnel

• Rate of inflation

Domestic 
Constraints

• Dissensus over EC • Bureaucratic 
competition

• Domestic claims 
on exchequer

 • Other domestic 
issues

• Relations between 
ministers & officials

• Domestic 
economic problems

 • Lobbies on EC 
issues

• Compatibility of 
national and EC 

• Rules of public & 
private bodies in 
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policies economy

 • Parliamentary 
scrutiny

• Problems of policy 
implementation

• Compatibility of 
domestic economy 
with EC

 • Party considerations • (Legal) 
independence of 
agencies

 

 • Threat of judicial 
review

  

 • Threat of 
referendum

  

 • Citizen responses   

    

    

 • Other international 
commitments

• Links with other 
administrations

• Economic 
interdependence 
with EC

Extra-
National 
Constraints

• Alternative forums 
to EC

• EC influence on 
national bargaining 
power

• Economic links 
outside EC

 • Relations with EC 
partners

• EC influence on 
careers

• Balance of 
payment

 • EC influence on 
individual careers

• EC as source of new 
ideas and exports

• Pressure on 
currency

 • EC leverage on 
national politicians

 • Dependence on 
imports

   • Migrant labor

   • Foreign investment

    

    

 • Attitude to EC 
institutions

• EC as vehicle for 
seeking or preventing 
change

• Access to EC funds
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Further research in this field is no doubt necessary. It might involve, inter alia, the tasks of rethinking 
the division between political, administrative, and economic, of pondering supplementing factors, and 
of further researching interdependencies between individual factors. 

Continue ... 

This annex is part of the study "Joseph H.H. Weiler, Certain Rectangular Problems of European Integration" 

Goals and 
Strategy

• Attitude to EC 
policy scope

• Opportunities for 
coalition formation

• Resource transfers

 • Sectoral objectives  • Increased 
economic 
opportunities

 • National priorities  • Other international 
economic aims

 • Other international 
objectives

 • Protection of 
national economy
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